PERFORMING ARTS – CURRICULUM INTENT
ASPIRE – CHALLENGE – ACHIEVE
Our purpose and objective in the Performing Arts faculty is to nurture passionate, imaginative and inquisitive
individuals who see the world from an artistic perspective, enjoying and celebrating past and present art forms
generated from an array of different cultures. The Performing Arts curriculum prepares students to become
independent, respectful and creative individuals. A range of topics allow students to develop an understanding and
appreciation of the arts formed in a contemporary society and throughout the world. These themes are explored
through a range of different creative styles, practitioners and mediums. Furthermore, the Performing Arts curriculum
promotes a sense of pride, encourages confidence, resilience and develops relationships.
In Key Stage 3 learners are given the opportunity to secure the foundation of Performing Arts education and
implement skills that are important for life long lessons. Key Stages 4 and 5 aim to allow learners to develop a deeper
understanding of the Performing Arts; it’s culture, background and influences. These Key Stages also serve to promote
leadership and independence that will support them to further their learning. The curriculum also provides students
with an accurate knowledge of how the Performing Arts industry operates in today’s society. Additionally, the
programme of study throughout the key stages places an emphasis on written expression and literacy, supporting
students to write analytically about the Performing Arts, crafting critical responses and accurately employing subject
related terminology.
As a faculty we pride ourselves on supporting students throughout their performing arts career. Our intervention
programme stretches and nurtures students to further their progression in the subject area with access to 1:1 support
with subject specialists. This intervention is inclusive to all students and allows individuals to flourish into accomplished
artists.
Both subjects promote an overall appreciation of the arts both inside and outside of the classroom developing
discipline, control and focus allowing them to grow into well rounded adults. Students are introduced to a range of
opportunities to develop their expertise through extra‐curricular activities including the school musical, Shakespeare
for Schools Festival and concerts and events, celebrating the student’s talents within the local community, allowing
them to develop their professionalism within the Performing Arts sector.
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PERFORMING ARTS: WIDER CURRICULUM (Covid dependent)
KS3
In House
Other

KS4

School Musical
School Musical
Christmas Concert
Christmas Concert
End of Term Shows
End of Term Shows
Discussion of current related news articles
Lunch & after school intervention / Easter & May holiday revision sessions
See separate Curriculum Intervention & SMSC Audits for contributions from
Performing Arts too detailed to list here

DRAMA: SKILLS / KNOWLEDGE PROGRESSION BY THEMES

Year 8

Year 7

Mime
Physical skills:
Nonverbal
communication
Exaggeration
Shape, size and weight
Group work
Teamwork and
communication

Comedy

Wild West

Improvisation

Develop an understanding
of theatre history & how
to perform comedy.
Workshops on how
to present stock
characters, vocal and
movement skills,
choreography of routines.
Use of space and blocking
the space, analysis of two
styles of performance
within the genre of
comedy.

Experiment with
stereotypes and start
embedding subtle habits,
to block the space
effectively for an
audience.
Understand the basic use
of lighting, sound and
costume to enhance a
performance through the
structure of script work,
developing student's
literacy skills.

Devising an original piece
of drama and encouraging
students to use their
creative thinking in a
small ensemble.
The focus is on creative
skills & the importance of
team work and
acceptance within
Drama.

Characterisation

Melodrama

Homelessness

Recap on prior learning
gained in Year 7 and
develop these techniques
further such as:
characterisation skills,
improvisation skills, group
work, devising skills,
analytical skills, group
work, reflective and
evaluative skills

Re‐visit the skills
developed in comedy and
whilst also exploring skills
linked to the time period.
Knowledge will
include: history of
Melodrama, stock
characters, stock routines,
slapstick comedy, physical
comedy, timing, pace,
rhythm, exaggeration

Develop theatrical
techniques used in Epic
Theatre to educate an
audience on the subject
matter.
Develop their exploration
and research skills when
developing their final
performance

Devising
Learn the basis of 'what
makes good theatre.'
Creative skills, devising
skills, analytical skills,
reflective skills, group
work, characterisation

Bullying
Explore script study,
performance poetry and
characterisation
techniques.
Understand how drama
can be an important
element when showing
issues in society.
Social skills are also
explored including
communication,
acceptance, discussion
and empathy.

Fairytales
Introduction to the basic
skills of the theatrical
style, physical theatre.
Work as a small ensemble
to write and perform a
piece of theatre based on
a well‐known fairy‐tale,
focussing on narrative
and stock characters
throughout the process.

Horror

African Arts

Explore the acting skills
needed to create
dramatic tension such as
ensemble work, choral
work, narration, pace and
timing.
Develop an understanding
of semiotic elements and
how they can enhance a
performance piece. E.g.
lighting, sound, set and
props.

Development of scripted
and devising skills through
the retelling of African
folktale.
Develop skills such as
storytelling, African
drumming, movement
and mask work and
ensemble work.
Develop their skills within
a production role, such as
a director, sound/lighting
designer.

Year 9

Reality TV
Explore characterisation
techniques created by the
practitioner Stanislavski,
these include:
Given circumstances,
magic if, objectives,
characterisation, group
work, devising,
monologues, thought
tracking, narration,
proxemics, conventions

Shakespeare
Explore previous skills
such as characterisation
and script work
Considering techniques
that could modernise a
piece of classical theatre
Develop an understanding
of the Shakespearean
language and allow
students to both work on
scripted and devised
work.

KS4

Exploring Performing Arts
Acting styles and genres, characterisation, vocal
awareness, analysis of text and genre, devising, the
application of theatrical techniques and strategies,
directing others

Peer Pressure

‘Teechers’

Gangs

Drama in the Making

Work as a small theatre
company, developing
their devising skills to
create a piece of Theatre
in Education based on
'Andy's Story'

Develop characterisation
skills, focussing on multi
role play and archetypes

Develop theatrical
techniques used in a
Docudrama to educate an
audience on the subject
matter, these include:

The skills of devising are
prominent allowing
students to reflect on all
of the skills that they have
developed so far

Narration, flashbacks, hot
seating, characterisation
and the use of media

Develop understanding of
performance space and
how it can enhance a
performance piece

Explore and experiment
with a selection of skills
used in Theatre in
Education such as:
Direct audience address,
audience participation,
chorus work and
ensemble work, to
develop their devised
work further

Experiment with
techniques to aid them
with learning lines and
blocking and directing
scenes

Developing Skills & Techniques
Development of performance/design and
interpretative skill
Develop skills and techniques during the rehearsal
process
Application of skills and techniques during rehearsals
& in/for performance
Review own development & application of skills and
techniques in/for performance

Exploration and research
skills when developing
their final performance
to enable them to
educate an audience on
the subject matter

Exploring a Brief
Understand how to respond to a brief through
discussion and practical exploration activities
Demonstrate how to select and develop skills and
techniques that are needed to realise the creative
ideas in response to a brief
Vocal skills, physical skills, design skills and
interpretative skills: showing time and place,
presenting a character, creating humour or emotion

